REAL Council
Agenda
April 18, 2012, 3:30 p.m., Math 125

Handouts:
• Agenda

Discussion:
1. Previous items:
   • As a REAL Council member, please take every opportunity to publicize, facilitate, and recruit.
     • logos on emails, particularly events, discussion at faculty/staff meetings, etc.

2. Updates
   • Website – Continues to be updated as needed; check it periodically
     • REAL Council members updated; non-participants removed

3. Current items
   • Discuss increased pressure for ALEs and associated complications
   • Chalk and Wire (REAL council decided last time to allow some flexibility here)
     • What options are available?
     • What are your challenges with C&W?
   • ePortfolios in general – barrier, particularly in certain disciplines; pros/cons of flexibility; incentive? value?
   • “we already do real stuff” – want to acknowledge this, but encourage “the tweak”
   • The application is too long/hard – shorten (AGAIN)? online version is the same; perceived easier? Just tell them the (suggested) strategy?

4. Adjourn